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TYPES OF REDUPLICATION IN THE 
SALISH DIALECTS 

By HERMAN K. HAEBERLIN 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE following paper was originally intended 
to be a part of a more comprehensive work 

on the Classification of Salish Dialects. This 
latter paper has been prepared by Prof. Franz 
Boas and the writer, and will be published by 
the Smithsonian Institution. The available 
material on Salishan reduplications was found 
to be too fragmentary to be embodied in that 
paper. I have, therefore, preferred to present 
it in the present form as a basis for further 
work on the classification of the Salish dia- 
lects from the point of view of reduplication 
systems. While the material lacks uniformity 
for the different linguistic areas, it is sufficient 
to point out the main problems and to present 
a number of interesting facts concerning lin- 
guistic differentiation in the Salish area. 

My method of procedure has been to present 
successively the material available for the 
different dialects. I have done this in the 
order adopted by Prof. Boas in his compar- 
ative vocabularies which will be published in 
the above-named paper, namely, starting with 
the inland dialects, then taking up the coast dia- 
lects from south to north, and ending with the 
isolated dialects of the Bella Coola and Tilla- 
mook. The more general comparative con- 
siderations are presented in the concluding 
paragraphs. All of the material both pub- 
lished and in manuscript form has been util- 
ized. The manuscript material is the Salish 
vocabularies recorded by Prof. Boas and 
Mr. J. Teit, Dr. Leo Frachtenberg's notes on 
the plural and diminutive forms in Quinault 
and Clallam, and finally the writer's Snohom- 
ish material, collected in the fall of I916, and 
his Thompson and Shuswap forms, collected 
in the summer of I9I7. The vocabularies and 

grammatical notes published by Prof. Boas 
and Mr. Hill-Tout are found in the following 
series: "British Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science," Volumes I890, I898, I899, 
I900, 1902; "Journal of the Anthropological 
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland," Vol- 
umes 34, 35, 37, 41. 

Most of the material collected by Mr. Teit 
and that collected by myself has been procured 
on expeditions that were made possible by the 
generous donations of Mr. Homer E. Sargent, 
who has for many years supported our researches 
in the Salish area. While the paper deals pri- 
marily with forms of reduplication, it was neces- 
sary also to include in many cases derivatives 
formed by the extension of vowels (dieresis), 
for in a discussion of the formation of plurals 
and diminutives this process cannot be sepa- 
rated consistently from that of reduplication. 
There can be no doubt that augmentative 
forms are very important in a consideration of 
the grammatical processes in question. Our 
material on these is, however, so meager that 
I was only able to cite a few more or less 
detached examples. 

The abbreviations used are as follows: 
BAAS British Association for the Advance- 

ment of Science. 
JAI. Journal of the Anthropological Institute. 
B. Boas. 
H.T Hill-Tout. 
G. Giorda (Dictionary of the Kalispelm). 
Hbl. Haeberlin. 

Throughout this paper x is used for the velar 
and s for mid-palatal. 

LILLOOET 

Very little material is available from this 
dialect. The plural seems to be ordinarily 
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formed by a reduplication of the stem-syllable 
including the consonant following the first 
vowel. 

ecze'k, LOG; pl., EczukEze'k H.T. 
qd'moz, MAIDEN; pl., qumqd'moz H.T. 
cya'kEtca, WOMAN; pl., cyukEya'ktca H.T. 
t'lu'qwon, TO SLAP; tlu'kwitlqwon, SLAPPING H. T. 
Esqu'mx, ROUND; pl., Esqu'maqumox H.T. 
na", TO ROB; nuq"ndquo'L, ROBBER H.T. 
(-OL= suffix denoting the person who does something) 

The following example consists in a redupli- 
cation of the stem-syllable and a reduction of 
the reduplicated syllable by a shift of the ac- 
cent on the reduplicating syllable: 

skau'yux, MAN; pl, skai'yukyux H.T. 
Compare-Thom: sqai'yux, pl., sqai'keux B. 

In the following words only the first con- 
sonant and the first vowel are reduplicated: 

tuu'wit, LITTLE BOY; pl., tutuut'wit H.T. 
skoza'a, CHILD; pl., sku'kuza B. 

The diminutive is formed either by a re- 
duplication of the first consonant and the first 
vowel of the stem or by a phonetic change of 
the stem-vowel: 

sqa'yux, MAN; sqE'qEyux, BOY B. 
kwdtlt, DISH; kwd','wEtlt, PLATE H.T. 
tld'xutc, LARGE PLATE; tli'tl'xutc, SMALL PLATE H.T. 
cyd'kEtca, WOMAN; ci'yaktca, GIRL H.T. 

(c is a prefix) 

The last two examples suggest the presence 
of an i-type of reduplication, that is to say a 
change of the stem-vowel to i in the redupli- 
cating syllable. 
sk'k'k'mt, INFANT B. (kui= SMALL G.) 
stcui'wux, LARGE CREEK; StCuOi'WuX, SMALL CREEK H. T. 

tco'kwdz, BIG FISH; ts'Ekwdz, SMALL FISH H.T. 

The last two examples may prove to be aug- 
mentative forms rather than examples of di- 
minutives. 

The plural of a diminutive may be formed 
by a double process of reduplication. It is 

important to notice that in the following cases 
the plural reduplication (i.e., that including the 
consonant after the first vowel) precedes the 

diminutive reduplication (i.e., that including 
only the first vowel). 

skukumet, CHILD; pl., skwumkokome't H.T. 
ci'yaktca, GIRL; pl., cukye'yuktca H.T. 

(cya'kEtca= woman) 

Obviously the formation of the plural-di- 
minutives in Lillooet is the same as in Thomp- 
son and Shuswap. 

THOMPSON 

The plural or distributive is usually formed 

by a repetition of the stem-syllable including 
the consonant (or vowel) following the first 
vowel: The accent seems to remain invariably 
on the reduplicated syllable (see Boas: BAAS 
I898, p. 28). 

ca'Enx, STONE; pl. cEnca'Eny B. 

squm, MOUNTAIN; pl., squmqu'm B., Hbl. 

tEmu'x, GROUND; pl., tEmtEmuf'y B. 

spam, CAMP FIRE; pl., spEmpa'm B. 

snikia'p, COYOTE; pl., sniknikia'p B. 
SpEZ', ANIMAL; pl., SpEZpEZ6' B. 

snu'koa, FRIEND; pl., snukEnu'koa B. 
tsqau'tl, CANOE; pl., tsqtsqau'tl H.T. 
cEm'a'm, WIFE; pl., cEmE'mam H.T. 

kEnu'c, SICK; pl., kEnkEnu'c B. 
sko'um, CRUMPLED; pl., skoumko'um B. 

ssuasi't, TO WALK; pl., ssusxuasi't B. 

pa'zulqo, LAKE; pl., pEzpa'zutq6 Hbl. 

sqa'xa, DOG, HORSE; pl., sqaxqa'xa' Hbl. 

smfi'lats, WOMAN; pl., smlmui'ats Hbl. 
tuwe"ut', YOUTH; pl., tuutuwe'ut' Hbl. 

tsi'a', BASKET; pl., tsi'Etsi'a' Hbl. 

q!u'mqEn, HEAD; pl., q!Emq!u'mqEn Hbl. 

sp!sa'qs, NOSE; pl., sp!Esp!sa'qs Hbl. 

qoe'sp1, BUFFALO; pl., qosqoe'sp Hbl. 

spla'nt, SKUNK; pl., splpla'nt Hbl. 

k!6tn'E', MOUSE; pl., k!otk!otne" Hbl. 

s6'pa, TAIL; pl., sops6'pa' Hbl. 
si'ts!um, BLANKET; pl., sitssi'ts!um Hbl. 
smanx, TOBACCO; pl., smEnma'nx Hbl. 
sa'alec, KNIFE; pl., a'1sa'sal'c Hbl. 

q!uml"Ema', LITTLE; pl., q!umq!ume'Ema' Hbl. 
k!Est, BAD; pl., k!Esk!E'st Hbl. 
nuLL!'stn', EYE; pl., nuL!nuL!o'stn' Hbl. 
i'a', GOOD; pl., ii'i'a' Hbl. 

1 s= intermediate between s and c. 
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The plural-forms of the following loan-words 
are instructive: 

ko'so', PIG (cochon); pl., kocko'so Hbl. 

pos, CAT; pl., pospo's Hbl. 
tci'kEn, CHICKEN; pl., tci'ktci'kEn Hbl. 

tcai'namEn, CHINAMAN; pl., tcintcai'namEn Hbl. 

mu'la, MULE; pl., mulmu'la Hbl. 
ma'nta, COVER, CANVAS; pl., manma'nta Hbl. 

sa'ma", WHITE MAN; pl., sEmsa'ma" Hbl. 
sil (=sail) CALICO; pl., silsil Hbl. 

These modern forms demonstrate that the 

regular plural-derivation includes the con- 
sonant following the stem-vowel. There are, 
however, a number of plurals in which the 

process of reduplication does not include this 
consonant, for example: 

stsuq, PICTURE; pl., stsutsu'q B. 

sm6'a", COUGAR; pl., smomo'a" Hbl. 

sno'ya, BEAVER; pl., snon6'ya Hbl. 
smax2, SNAKE; pl., smEma"'X Hbl. 

[In the last four examples the initial s(s) 
is doubtlessly a prefix.] 

xazo'm, BIG (= Shuswap xayfi'm), pl., xaxaz6'm Hbl. 

The following plural-forms show slight in- 
dividual peculiarities: 

sqa'yuxu, MAN; pl., sqai"qeuxu Hbl. 

(Compare: dim. sqa"qeuxu) 
sau"ut, SLAVE; pl., so'usau"ut Hbl. 

qo', WATER; pl., q6'Uqo" Hbl. 

(Compare: dim q6'q6') 

For examples of plural-reduplication in 
agent nouns see: Hill-Tout: BAAS I899, 
p. 23. 

The usual type of diminutive formation 
consists in reduplicating the stem exclusive 
of the consonant following the first vowel. In 
contradistinction to the plural reduplication 
the accent of the diminutives is thrown back 
to the reduplicating syllable. This is usually 
associated with the reduction of the vowel of 
the reduplicated syllable (see Boas: BAAS 
1898, p. 29; also Hill-Tout: BAAS 1899, p. 24). 

snu'koa, FRIEND; dim., nu'nkoa B. 

cme'its, DEER; dim., cmE'meits B. 

spee'tc, BLACK BEAR; dim., spa'paats B. 

1 D= short open o. 
2 a= begins a and ends ai. 

pa'zulqo, LAKE; dim., pa'pzulqo Hbl. 
(Compare pl; pEzpa'zulq6) 

sqa'xa', DOG, HORSE; dim., sqa'qxa' Hbl. 

sm6'a", COUGAR, dim., smo'm6a" Hbl. 

(Compare pl., smomo'a") 
qoe'sp, BUFFALO; dim., qoi'qsp Hbl. 
k!6tn'', MOUSE; dim., k!ok!tn'' Hbl. 
smag, SNAKE; dim., sma'ma'g Hbl. 
so'pa', TAIL; dim., so'spa' Hbl. 
squ'm, MOUNTAIN; dim., sqo'qum Hbl. 
si'ts!um, BLANKET; dim., si'sts!um Hbl. 
smanx, TOBACCO; dim., sma'manx Hbl. 

(Compare pl., smEnma'nx) 
k!E'st, BAD; dim., k!a'k!Est Hbl. 
smf'lats, WOMAN; dim., smi"'mlats Hbl. 

sno'ya, BEAVER; dim., sn6"nea Hbl. 

(Compare pl., snono'ya) 

The following derivatives of the verb 
tcuiiumkEn, "I work," are instructive for the 
different positions of the accent in the plural 
and the diminutive: 

tcutcu'umkEn, I WORK OFTEN Teit. 

tcu'tcfUEmkEn. I WORK A LITTLE Teit. 

The reduplication of loan-words demon- 
strates clearly the fundamental principles 
underlying the formation of diminutives: 

ko'so, PIG; dim., ko'kso Hbl. 
pos, CAT; dim., po'ps Hbl. 

(pl., pospo's) 
tci'kEn, CHICKEN; dim., tcitckEn Hbl. 

tcai'namEn, CHINAMAN; dim., tca'tcainamEn Hbl. 

mu'la, MULE; dim., mu"mla Hbl. 

ma'nta, CANVAS; dim., ma'manta Hbl. 

sa'ma", WHITE MAN; dim., sa'sEma" Hbl. 

The change in the vowel of the reduplicated 
syllable of the following word appears to be 
slightly irregular: 

sqa'yuxu, MAN; dim., sqa"qeue Hbl. 
(Compare pl., sqai"qeu.xu and plural-diminu- 

tive, sqaqa"qayueu) Hbl. 

In some cases the diminutive and its deriv- 
ative, the plural-diminutive, is distinguished 
from the simplex and the plural by the closing 
of the terminal vocalized consonant (n, m, 1) 
with a glottal stop, thus: 

q!6'q!umqEn", SMALL HEAD, and Hbl. 

q!Emq !'q!umqEn", SEVERAL SMALL HEADS; but 

q!u'mqEn, HEAD and q!Emq!u'mqEn, HEADS 

xazo'm, BIG; pl., xaxazo'm, but 
dim., xazo'zom' and pl.-dim., xaxaz6'zom' Hbl. 
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The same phenomenon appears in the fol- 
lowing loan-word: 

sil (sail), CALICO; pl., silsil, but 
dim., si'sil", pl.-dim., silsi'sil" Hbl. 

The following word shows a related phe- 
nomenon: 

tsi'a', HEAD; pl., tsi'Etsi'a', but 
dim., tsiai", pl.-dim., tsitsiai" Hbl. 

This word also shows the peculiarity of the 
change of the terminal accented a-vowel to an 
ai. The same is the case with the following 
word: 

i'a', GOOD; dim., i'ai' Hbl. 
(pl. ii'ii'a', pl.-dim., ii'iai') 

I am not able to say whether these forms are 
derived by dieresis of the stem-vowel or by a 
type of end-reduplication. Probably the final 
i corresponds to I in Shuswap; compare: 
Shuswap: ts!ila", BASKET, dim., ts!ila'l'a; la', 
GOOD, dim., la'l'a. In some cases the diminu- 
tive is derived from the simplex by means of 
an internal reduplication, while the plural is 
formed by initial reduplication. Good exam- 
ples are: 

spla'nt, SKUNK; dim., splaTl'nt Hbl. 
(pl., splpla'nt) 

xaz6'm, BIG; dim., xaz6'z6m' Hbl. 

(pl., xaxaz6'm) 
q !um"Ema', LITTLE; dim., q!uma'me'Ema' 

(pl., q!umq !ume"Ema') 
st !oma'l't'2, COW; dim., st !oma'mal't; 

pl., stumt!uma'l't' Hbl. 

Hbl. 

The following word apparently forms its 
diminutive in the same way: 

sa'al'c, KNIFE; dim., sa'ale"c Hbl. 
(pl. sa'alsa'ale'c) 

This diminutive was sometimes also heard 
as sa'ale'lc. The glottal stop in the accented 
syllable of Sa'le'"c corresponds doubtlessly to 
an 1, since the shift of this sound to a stop or 
to an i-vowel is characteristic of Thompson in 
general. 

Possibly the following diminutive is derived 
likewise by internal reduplication. But it 

1 The initial s is a prefix. 
21-= long 1. 

may also be a type of initial reduplication, 
provided we assume the initial n to be a prefix: 

nuwa'n'os, FORMERLY; dim., nowau'un'os Hbl. 

The word spEzu'zu, BIRD B. [spfspEzf'zo, 
BIRDS (Teit) ] appears to be a diminutive 
formed by a process of end-reduplication from 
SpEzo', ANIMAL. 

spEyu'zu, SMALL BIRD, is derived by dieresis and 
with a shift of accent from spEzo' 

Of considerable interest is the type of di- 
minutive end-reduplication that occurs in the 
words compounded with the suffix -e'Et 
(= Shuswap -e'lt), "young one." In these 
the terminal consonant of the stem and the 
initial vowel of the suffix are repeated; see for 
example: 

st!omal'te"Et, YOUNG COW (st!oma'l't', cow) Hbl. 
st!omal'te'te'Et, SMALL YOUNG COW 3 

(Shuswap: st!omal'te'tE'lt; compare also 

Shuswap: st!omal'tywi'xwi'lt, CALF) 

qospe"Et, YOUNG BUFFALO (qoe'sp, BUFFALO) Hbl. 

qospE'pe'Et, SMALL YOUNG BUFFALO4 

snoyahe"Et, YOUNG BEAVER (sn6'ya beaver) Hbl. 

snoyahe'he'Et, SMALL YOUNG BEAVER 

k!otnE'ne'Et, SMALL YOUNG MOUSE5 Hbl. 
(k!otn'e'= mouse) 

skuk!uma'me'Et, SMALL CHILD Hbl. 

(sku'ku'me'Et, CHILD; skukuk!uma'me'Et, SEVERAL 

SMALL CHILDREN) 

The type of diminutive reduplication with a 
change of the stem-vowel to an i-vowel in the 
reduplicating syllable-a type so common in 
many of the dialects-seems to be absent in 
Thompson and Shuswap. It is barely possible 
that we are dealing with it in the following 
words: 

Thompson: sau"ut, SLAVE; dim., se'so'ut Hbl. 

Shuswap and Thompson: la'rxqst, FINGER; dim., 
le'laxqst Hbl. (pl: laxEl'rxqst) 

Apparently there is a type of diminutive 
formation in Thompson derived by means of a 

3 st!umt!uma'mal't', SEVERAL SMALL COWS 

st !umt !umal'te'Et, SEVERAL YOUNG COWS 

st !umt !umal'te't&'Et, SEVERAL SMALL YOUNG COWS 
4 qosqospe"Et, SEVERAL YOUNG BUFFALOS 

qosqospE'pe'Et, SEVERAL SMALL YOUNG BUFFALOS 
5 k!otk!otnE'ne'Et, SEVERAL SMALL YOUNG MICE 
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change of the stem-vowel without reduplica- 
tion. For instance: 

tce'umkEn, I WORK INDIFFERENTLY Teit 
(tcf'umkEn, I WORK, tcu'tcuEmkEn, I WORK 
A LITTLE) 

tuawo"ut', BOY (Hbl.) is probably derived by such 
a process from tuwe"ut', YOUTH (Hbl.) 

(tuatuaw6"ut', BOYS) 

A few plurals seem to be formed by similar 
methods: 

Laq, TO COME; pl., La'zek Teit. 
wu.t, TO SNOW; pl., we'tixt Teit. 

The plurals of diminutives are formed con- 
sistently by means of a process of double re- 
duplication. They are derived directly from 
the diminutive. The first reduplicating syl- 
lable which precedes the diminutive form de- 
notes the plural and is identical with the re- 
duplicating element of the simplex. The 
accent remains on the same syllable as in the 
singular-diminutive form. 

pa'zutqo, LAKE; dim. pl., pEzpa'pzutqo Hbl. 
sqa'xa', DOG; dim. pl., sqExqa'qxa' Hbl. 
smfi'tats, WOMAN; dim. pl., smlmi'miats Hbl. 
q!u'mqEn, HEAD; dim. pl., q!Emq!o'q!umqEn" Hbl. 
smo'a", COUGAR; dim. pl., smomo'moa" Hbl. 
qoe'sp, BUFFALO; dim. pl., qosqoi'qsp Hbl. 

sno'ya, BEAVER; dim. pl., snono"nea Hbl. 
smax, SNAKE; dim. pl., smama'ma'x Hbl. 

s6'pa', TAIL; dim. pl., sopso'spa' Hbl. 

squ'm, MOUNTAIN; dim. pl., squmqo'qum Hbl. 

Si'ts!um, BLANKET; dim. pl., sitssi'sts!um Hbl. 
qo', WATER; dim. pl., qo'uqo'q5' Hbl. 

(Compare: dim., q6'q6', pl., q5'uqo") 
sminx, TOBACCO; dim. pl., smEnmai'mnx Hbl. 

k!Est, BAD; dim. pl., k!Esk!a'k!Est Hbl. 

sku'ku'me'Et, CHILD; pl., skuku'ku'me'Et Hbl. 
(sku'ku'me'Et is no doubt a diminutive form) 

The following word suggests an irregularity 
in the plural-reduplicating syllable of the 
plural-diminutive: 

sqa'yuxu, MAN; pl. dim., sqaqa"qayuxu Hbl. 
(pl., sqai'qeuVu) 

The following are forms derived from loan- 
words: 

ko'sO, PIG; pl. dim., kosko'ks3 Hbl. 
pos, CAT; pl. dim., pospo'ps Hbl. 
tci'kEn, CHICKEN; pl. dim., tciktci'tckEn Hbl. 

tcai'namEn, CHINAMEN; pl. dim., tcintca'tcainamEn 

sil, CALICO; pl. dim., silsi'sil" Hbl. [Hbl. 
mui'la, MULE; pl. dim., mulmfi"mla Hbl. 
ma'nta, CANVAS; pl. dim., manma'manta Hbl. 
sa'ma", WHITE MAN; pl. dim., sEmsa'sEma" Hbl. 

The plural-diminutives are formed by pre- 
fixing the reduplicating syllable of the plural 
to the diminutive even in those cases where the 
dimunitive is not formed by the ordinary type 
of initial reduplication: 

tsi'a', BASKET; pl. dim., tsitsiai" Hbl. 
(dim. tslai") 

i'a', GOOD; pl. dim., ii'i'ai' Hbl. 
(dim. li'ai') 

xaz6'm, BIG; pl. dim., xaxazo'zom' Hbl. 
(dim. xazo'z6m') 

spla'nt, SKUNK; pl. dim., spElpla'l'nt Hbl. 

(dim., spla'l'nt) 
q!ume"Ema', LITTLE; pl. dim., q!umq!uma'me'Ema' 

Hbl. (dim., q!uma'me'Ema') 
saale'c, KNIFE; pl. dim., silsaale'c Hbl. 

(dim., sa'ale'c) 

sau'ut, SLAVE; pl. dim., so'use'sout Hbl. 
(dim., se'so'ut, pl., so'usau"ut) 

SHUSWAP 

The principles by which the Shuswap re- 
duplications are formed are identical with 
those in Thompson. Thus the plural is ordi- 
narily derived from the simplex by a repetition 
of the stem including the consonant following 
the vowel (see Boas: BAAS I890, p. 683). 

pa'zulqwa, LAKE; pl., pEzpa'zulqwa Hbl. 

sqa'lEmuxu, MAN; pl., sqa'lqalEmuxu Hbl. 
no'xEnox, WOMAN; pl., noxno'xEnox Hbl. 

ts!ila", BASKET; pl., ts!ilts!ila" Hbl. 

sq!a'pqEn, HEAD; pl., sq!apq!a'pqEn Hbl. 

sqlau', BEAVER; pl., sqlqlau" Hbl. 

xala'>, TOOTH; pl., xalxala'>u Hbl. 
ci'lts!u, MOCCASIN; pl., clci'tts!u Hbl. 
sok!Eme"n, KNIFE; pl., suk!suk!Eme"n Hbl. 
cxa'nix, STONE; pl., cxEnxa'nix Hbl. 

sq !'txalaqs, BADGER; pl., sq!Etq!e'txalaqs Hbl. 

sq!wa'xt, FOOT; pl., sq!oxq!wa'xt Hbl. 
stcEkwi'l, ARROW (Thompson, stcEkwi'); 

pl., stcukutcEkwi'l Hbl. 
k!olte", QUIVER; pl., k!o1k!otte" Hbl. 
k!ect, BAD; pl., k!Eck!e'ct Hbl. 

li', GOOD; pl., lEli" Hbl. 
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xkEma'xEn, ARMPIT; pl., xkEmkEma'xEn' B. 
tsi'pwEn, CACHE; pl., tsiptsi'pwEn B. 
sts'os, TATTOOED LINE; pl., StSEStS'6s B. 

ska't, HUSBAND'S SISTER; pl., skska'u B. 
tEme'x, COUNTRY; pl., tEmtEme'x B. 
rulral, STRONG; pl., rilErilEra'l B. 
nox, TO RUN; pl., no'xnox B. 
qoie'lx, TO DANCE; pl., qoiqoie'l1 B. 
la'rxqst, FINGER; pl., laxEla'rxqst Hbl. 

In the following word the reduplication 
includes the vowel following the second con- 
sonant: 

stsila'ut, TO STAND; pl., stsistsila'ut B. 

In other cases the plural-reduplication does 
not include the sound following the first vowel 
of the stem: 

sq'oa'xt, LEG, FOOT; pl., skuq'oa'xt B. 

xi6'm, LARGE; pl., xaxi6'm B. 
tuwE'ut, BO ; pl., tituwe'ut B. 
:a'utEm, GIRL; pl., Xuxa'utEm B. 
gei'ia, OLD WOMAN; pl., gigie'ia B. 
ka'wulx, OLD; pl., kuka'wulx B. 
xaxEwa'I, ROAD; pl., xaxaxEwa'l Hbl. 
tilqu, FIRE; pl., titii'qu Hbl. 

L!iya", BARK CANOE; pl., L!L !iya' Hbl. 

(Compare: Thompson: L!za', pl., L!eL!EZa" Hbl.) 

In the following words the consonant fol- 
lowing the vowel of the stem does not belong 
to the stem and is not included in the redupli- 
cation: 

tci'tex, HOUSE; pl., tcitCi'tXu Hbl. 
sitse'nEm, TO SING; pl., sisitse'nEm B. 

(-tsen= suffix for MOUTH, -Em= verbal suffix) 

This restriction of the process of reduplica- 
tion to the stem does not seem to be a general 
rule in Shuswap, see for instance: 

L!ame'n, AXE; pl.,L!EmL!ame'n Hbl. 
(-men =instrumental suffix) 

In some cases the L of the reduplicated syl- 
lable changes to t in the reduplicating one: 

sLx'a'am, OLD MAN; pl., stExLx'a'am B. 
SL'ax, TO COME; pl., stELa'x B. 

As in Thompson, the diminutive is formed 
by a reduplication of the first consonant and 
first vowel of the stem. The type of diminu- 
tive reduplication with i-shift does not seem to 

1 x= prefix; kEm= stem, -axEn= suffix for "arm." 

occur. The accent is thrown back on the re- 
duplicating syllable, usually causing a reduc- 
tion of the stem-vowel. 

pa'zutqwa, LAKE; dim., pa'pzulqwa Hbl. 
sqa'lEmumu, MAN; dim., sqa'qalEmu.u Hbl. 
no'xEnox, WOMAN; dim., nu'noxEnox Hbl. 
sq!a'pqEn, HEAD; dim., sq!a'q!pqEn Hbl. 
ci'1ts!u, MOCCASIN; dim., ci'clts!u Hbl. 
tCi'tXu, HOUSE; dim., tci'tctxu Hbl. 
hau'Ent, RAT; dim., ha'hauunt Hbl. 

(Thompson: hau"ut, RAT, dim., ha'hau'ut, 
pl., hauhau"ut Hbl.) 

cxa'nix, STONE; dim., cxa'xEni: Hbl. 
sq !'txalaqs, BADGER; dim., sq!e'q!txalaqs Hbl. 
la'rxqst, FINGER; dim., le'laxqst Hbl. 
sq!wa'xt, FOOT; dim., sq!wa'q!?xt Hbl. 
k!ect, BAD; dim., k!e'k!ct Hbl. 
la', GOOD; dim., laTl'a Hbl. 

(cf: pl., lEla") 
sfi'nkum, ISLAND; dim., si'sEnkum B. 
p!Ep !'isE, SNAKE; dim., p!Ep!i'p!i1sE Hbl. 

The last form may really be a diminutive- 
plural. As in Thompson, some diminutives 
are formed by an internal reduplication, while 
the corresponding plurals are reduplicated ini- 
tially: 

xala'xu, TOOTH; dim., xala'lueu Hbl. 
(pl: xalxala'xu) 

StcEkwi'l, ARROW; dim., stcEkwi'kwEl Hbl. 
(pl., stcukutcEkwi'l) 

xkulta'm, MEADOW; dim., xkulta'tEm B. 

In the following words the diminutive (and 
plural-diminutive) is formed by reduplicating 
the first consonant of the instrumental suffix 
-me'n: 

sok!Eme"n, KNIFE; dim., suk!Eme"me'n; 
pl.-dim., suk!suk!Eme"me'n Hbl. 

L!ame'n, AXE; dim., L!ame'mEn; 
pl.-dim., L!EmL!Eme'mEn Hbl. 

Some diminutives are formed by a process of 

end-reduplication: 
ts!ila", BASKET; dim.,ts!ila'l'a Hbl. 
k!olte", QUIVER; dim., k!oltte't'E Hbl. 

Probably the following is formed in the same 

way: 
L!iya", BARK CANOE; dim., L!iye"a Hbl. 

(Compare with this Thompson: L!za', dim., 
L!zai' or L!za'za'; the latter, however, is 
used less frequently) 
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The diminutive of sqlau', BEAVER, is formed 

by initial as well as terminal reduplication: 
sqEqla'lo', pl.-dim., sqlqEqla'16'. 

As in Thompson, the diminutive of words 
compounded with the suffix -Elt, YOUNG ONE, 
is derived by a reduplication of the terminal 
consonant of the stem: 

st!omal'txwi'xwi'lt, CALF Hbl. 
qoi'sp, BUFFALO; xquspe'pElt, BUFFALO-CALF B. 
sLEmka'lt, DAUGHTER; dim., sLEmqa'kElt B. 
emts, GRANDCHILD; EmEmtsi'tsilt, GREATGRAND- 

CHILD B. 

(Snohomish: e'bats, GRANDCHILD, e"ebats, 
GREATGRANDCHILD Hbl.) 

According to the following cases the diminu- 
tive sometimes shows a double initial redupli- 
cation: 

X 'utEm, GIRL; dim., ?uxa'?utEm B. 

ts'aL, COLD; dim., ts'Etsa'tsELt B. 

A few diminutives are formed by an exten- 
sion of the accented vowel: 

tcuwa'x, CREEK; dim., tcuwo'ux B. 
xaxEwa'l, ROAD; dim., xaxEwa'ut Hbl. 

tii'qU, FIRE; dim., tii"qu Hbl. 
(pl., titii'qu, pl.-dim., titii"qu) 

Reduplication is also used to form the 
following augmentatives: 

sxanx, STONE; aug., sxaxa'nxc B. 

(Compare: cxa'nix, STONE; dim., cxa'xEnix Hbl.; 
N. B. The diminutive shows a forward shift 
of the accent) 

skulkoa'k'ult, A SINGLE HIGH MOUNTAIN B. 

Probably ko'kpi, CHIEF, is also an augmen- 
tative form. The plural of this word is 
kupk6'kpi B. (Compare Lillooet: kwakw6kpi, 
CHIEFS, H.T.) 

The plural-diminutives are formed in exactly 
the same way as in Thompson. They are in- 
variably derived from the diminutive form: 

pa'zutqwa, LAKE; dim. pl., pEzpa'pzulqwa Hbl. 
sqa'lEmu"u, MAN; dim. pl., sqalqa'qalEmuru Hbl. 
no'xEnox, WOMAN; dim. pl., noxnu'noxEnox Hbl. 
ts!ila", BASKET; dim. pl., ts!ilts!ilaT'a Hbl. 

sq!a'pqEn, HEAD; dim. pl., sq!apq!a'q!pqEn Hbl. 
sqlau', BEAVER; dim. pl., sqlqEqla'16' Hbl. 
xala'Zu, TOOTH; dim. pl., xalxala'lue" Hbl. 
ci'lts!u, MOCCASIN; dim. pl., citci'clts!u Hbl. 
tci'txu, HOUSE; dim. pl., tcitci'tcteu Hbl. 

xaxEwa'l, ROAD; dim. pl., xaxaxEwa'ut Hbl. 
cxa'nix, STONE; dim. pl., cxEnxa'xEni. Hbl. 
sq !e'txalaqs, BADGER; dim. pl., sq!Etq !'q!txalaqs 
tii'qU, FIRE; dim. pl., titi"'qu Hbl. [Hbl. 

sq!wa'xt, FOOT; dim. pi., sq!oxq!waq !?xt Hbl. 
la'rxqst, FINGER; dim. pl., laxEle'laxqst Hbl. 

(dim., le'laxqst) 
stcEkwi'l, ARROW; dim. pl., stcukUtcEkwi'kwEl Hbl. 
L!ame'n, AXE; dim. pl., L!EmL!Eme'mEn Hbl. 
k!olte", QUIVER; dim. pl., k!olk!olte'te'E Hbl. 

k!ect, BAD; dim. pl., k!Eck!ek!ct Hbl. 
la', GOOD; dim. pl., lElaTl'a Hbl. 
L!iya", BARK CANOE; dim. pl., L!iL!iye"a Hbl. 

(Thompson: L!za', dim. pl., L!EL!Ezai" or 
L !EL !Ezza'za Hbl.) 

tEmta'tEmt, SMALL CLOUDS Hbl. 
xqEqo'qcin't, SMALL STARS Hbl. 

The word .u.xxa':utEm, LITTLE GIRLS (B.), 
shows a triple initial reduplication. It is 
formed from xuxad'utEm, LITTLE GIRL (x''- 
utEm, GIRL). (Compare Kalispelm: sheshu'tem, 
LITTLE GIRL, sheushu'tem, LITTLE GIRLS, 

Giorda.) 

OKANAGON 

Examples of the typical plural reduplication 
in which the stem including the consonant 
after the first vowel is repeated are: 

sqEltEme'c, MAN; pl., sqElqEltEme'c B. 
hilme'cum, CHIEF; pl., hilelme'xum B. 

(il = TO STRIKE G.) 
k'oms, EYEBROW; pl., k'umko'ms B. 
xopt, WEAK; pl., xupxO'pt B. 
X'LOt, STONE; pl., XELXLOt B. 
snaq, TO STEAL; pl., sn6qEna'q B. 
tsqoaq, TO CRY; pl., tsuqtsqoa'q B. 
smalElaxa'a, TO TELL A LIE; pl., smElma'lElaxaa B. 

As in Lillooet, Thompson, and Shuswap, 
the accent is not shifted back in this type of 
reduplication. 

The plural is sometimes also formed by a 
dieresis of the stem-vowel. 

g'utcgoa'tst, STRONG; pl., g'uzetckoa'tct B. 
sa'intct, TO LAUGH; pl., sdydintcut B. 

The diminutive is formed by the shorter 
type of reduplication with a shift of the accent 
on the reduplicating syllable: 

t'e'k'ut, LAKE; dim., t''t'aakut B. 
tEtuwit, BOY 
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w'.oxtEm, GIRL (she'utem= LARGE GIRL Kalispelm) 
Compare: GIRL: xi'xotEm in Sans Poil, Col- 

ville, Lake; ce'cuEtEm in Spokane, Pois 

d'Oreille, Coeur d'Alene. 

In the following two words the diminutive 
is formed by a process of end-reduplication: 

mEkwi'ut, MOUNTAIN; mukwi'woat, HILL B. 

skukEma'met, INFANT (from sku'kamet) B. 

The plural of the diminutive is formed in the 

following example by a double reduplication: 
we'?otEm, GIRL; pl., ?E?e'6ootEm B. 

Compare: Kalispelm: sheushu'tem, LITTLE 
GIRLS G. 

The plural of tEtuwe't, BOY, is to'tuit B. 
This appears to be an irregular formation. 

KALISPELM 

Giorda's dictionary of the Kalispelm offers 
much material for the study of the systems of 
reduplication in this dialect. The phonetics 
as well as the English translations in this dic- 
tionary are often deficient. In extracting the 
material of interest to us I have not changed 
the phonetic transcription used by Giorda. 
It must be borne in mind that his g = x 
(or ),k = korq,ch = tc,sh = c,z = ts,gu = x, 
and ' often represents an obscure vowel. 

The references given in the discussion below 
refer to the pages of the Kalispelm-English 
section of Giorda's dictionary. Giorda dis- 
cusses the types of reduplication on pp. 34 
and 35 of the appendix. 

The fundamental type of plural formation 
is the reduplication of the stem including the 
consonant after the vowel. The accent re- 
mains normally in its original position. 

smo'lemen, LANCE; pl., smlmo'lemen 
se'me, WHITE MAN; pl., s'mse'me 

ske'ltich, FLESH, BODY; pl., skalke'ltich 
koelzen, FIR TREE; pl., kolkoe'lzen 

s'chitemi'p, CLOUD; pl., s'chitemtemi'p 
moko, MOUNTAIN; pl., mkomo'k 

ni'chemen, SAW; pl., nchni'chemen 
szolem, BULL; pl., sz'lzo'lem 
sko'i, MOTHER; pl., sko'iko'i 
koleuie, ONION; pl., kolkole'uie 

P. 530 
P. 499 
p. 274 
p. 284 
P- 494 
p. 398 
p. 413 
P- 544 
p. 292 
p. 306 

kali'i, LAKE; pl., chilkalkali'i p. 257 
snaze'ne, EARRING; pl. snazaze'ne p. 31 

(az = (root) TO TIE; sn are prefixes) 
golko, WHEEL; pl., go'lgo'lko p. 184 
chkai'tmen, HOOK; pl., chkatkai'tmen p. 86 
sge'lui, HUSBAND; pl., sgalge'lu p. 159 
galegu, TOOTH; pl., galgale'gu p. I40 
oli'n, BELLY; pl., ololi'n p. 441 
ies-ila'ganem, I STRIKE HIS ARM 1. 
ies-nilila'ganem, I STRIKE BOTH ARMS 

chin-u'gchst, MY HAND IS FROZEN. 607 
chin-ugu'gchst, MY HANDS ARE FROZEN 

In the following examples L becomes t in 
the reduplicating syllable; compare: 
sgutle'chst, SHOULDER BLADE; pl., sgutgutle'chst p. 504 
skutlu's, FACE; pl., skutkutlu's p. 529 

In some plurals the consonant following the 
vowel is not included in the reduplication. In 
these cases, too, the accent seems to remain 
normally in the position it has in the simplex 
and is not thrown backward as in the diminu- 
tive reduplication. 

peninch, LIVER; pl., papeni'nch p. 459 
skoalshi'n, CRANE; pl., skokoalshi'n p. 528 
pia'k, RIPE; pl., pipia'k p. 460 
s'che'it, SPIDER; pl., s'chiche'it p. 494 
chines-chzalu'si, I HAVE A SORE EYE p 6I9 
chin-chzazalu's, I HAVE SORE EYES 

zal (root)= SORE 

chines-tapmi'ni, I SHOOT AN ARROW . 548 
chines-tatapmini, I SHOOT ARROWS 

tap (root)= TO SHOOT 

As far as I can see from Giorda's material 
the plural reduplication in Kalispelm does not 
normally seem to extend beyond the stem and 
to include the initial sound of a suffix. Where 
the stem consists only of a consonant and a 
vowel the reduplication is restricted to it. 
See for instance: 

s'che'ilegu, SHADY PLACE; pl., s'chicheile'gu p. 494 
-ilegu= suffix for PLACE 

szoshin, LEG, FOOT; pl., szozooshi'n p. 545 
-shin= suffix for FOOT 

s'chua'gan, ARM; pl., s'chuchua'gan p. 494 
s'chaupu's, TEAR; pl., s'chauaupu's p. 22 

-au = (root) TO FALL IN DROPS 

Possibly the following may be an exception 
to this rule: 

sups, TAIL; pl., spsups p. 543 
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The diminutive is usually formed by a re- 
duplication of the stem exclusive of the con- 
sonant following the vowel. In contradistinc- 
tion to the shorter type of plural reduplication 
the accent of the diminutive is ordinarily 
thrown backward with the effect of reducing 
the vowel of the reduplicated syllable. 

ni'chemen, SAW; dim., ni'nchemen p. 413-4 
(pl.= nchni'chemen) 

smo'lemen, LANCE; dim., stmo'mlemen p. 530 
(1 = diminutive prefix) 
(pl.= smlmo'lemen) 

se'me, WHITE MAN; dim., se'seme p. 499 
(pl.= s'mse'me) 

ske'ltich, FLESH, BODY; dim., slka'kaltich p. 274 
(pl.= skalke'ltich) 

moko, MOUNTAIN; dim., tmmo'ko p. 398 
(pl.= mkomo'k) 

szolem, BULL; dim., slzo' zlem p. 544 
(pl.= sz'lzo'lem) 

sko'i, MOTHER; dim., slko'koi p. 292 
golko, WHEEL; dim., lgo'glko p. 184 
sne'ut, WIND; dim., sne'neut p. 411 
skaltemi'gu, MAN 

kakaltemi'gu, A LITTLE FISH 2 

gal, BRIGHT; dim., i-lgaga'l p. 137 
cheep, SOFT; dim., chche'p p. 44 
lke'ikgui, I DRIVE FOR A LITTLE DISTANCE p. 270 

(keig (root)= TO DRIVE) 
chin-nana'sshin, MY FOOT IS A LITTLE WET p. 406 

(nas[root]= WET) 
lna'nkoi, I STEAL A LITTLE p. 404 

(nako (root)= TO STEAL) 

The diminutive prefix I is not always asso- 
ciated with the diminutive reduplication, for 
instance: 

smo'mshin, MARE; dim., slmo'mshin p. 386 

For a discussion of I see Giorda I, p. 35I. 
Certain verbal and nominal suffixes are 

almost invariably associated with the re- 
duplicated form of the stem. The type of 
reduplication occurring with them is usually 
the longer plural one. 

With the verbal ending -t: 
che'chilt, NAUSEATING p. 50 
ku'skust, WONDERFUL p. 333 
koi'lkott, LIVELY p. 295 
pelpa'lkot, AFFECTIONATE p. 452 
koi'mkomt, A QUICK WORKER p. 295 

-t with the diminutive reduplication: 
lkake'iet, NARROW p. 352 

With the suffix -ul, denoting "the person 
who does something:" 

susunu'l, ONE WHO LIKES TO, ASK QUESTIONS p. 501 
seu(root)= TO ASK 

nlkalkalshu't, A PROSTITUTE p. 355 
kaikaimu't, ONE WHO WRITES MUCH p. 254 

kai= (root) TO WRITE 

npelpelskeligu'l, MURDERER p. 474 
But: popolsemu'l, ONE WHO ESPECIALLY KILLS 

ANIMALS 

pols(root)= TO KILL 

With -(s)nug, TO BE WORTHY OF: 

npupusnu'g, WORTH LOVING p. 487 
pus (root)= TO LOVE 

ngutgut't'snu'g, WORTHY OF ANGER p. 211 
iaiaasnu'g, ONE WHO INSPIRES AWE p. 220 

iguigusnug, WORTHY OF COMPASSION p. 230 

With -nueg, which denotes reciprocity: 
kaes-ngalgalnue'gui, WE FRIGHTEN ONE ANOTHER 

p. 158 

It is noteworthy that the plural reduplica- 
tion never seems to be used with the frequenta- 
tive suffix -luisi: 

chines-gei'lshemlui'si, I GO NOW AND THEN TO 
STEAL HORSES p. 155 

The plural is sometimes expressed by an ex- 
tension of the stem-vowel: 

chines-chiulshi, I CLIMB UP 1 
kaes-chue'ulshi, WE CLIMP UP J P 

she'utem, LARGE GIRL; pl., shue'utem 
sheshu'tem, LITTLE GIRL; pl., sheushu'tem p. 510 

skue'st, NAME; skue'est, NAMES OF ONE PERSON 
(skuskue'st, NAMES OF SEVERAL PERSONS) p. 324 

This extension of the stem-vowel is also 
used to denote inchoative action: 

zii'sh, IT GOT WARM p. 630 
zish= WARM 

es-tiimi', IT IS BECOMING WET p. 569 
tim= WET 

The formation of the plurals of diminutives 
is interesting. Giorda's material seems to 
show clearly that they are never formed by 
means of a double reduplication. The follow- 
ing examples show that they are derived from 
the reduplicated form of the diminutive, the 
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plural being indicated by an extension of the 
reduplicating vowel, sometimes by a diph- 
thongization of this vowel with an i. They 
never seem to be derived from the plural of 
the simplex. 

kali'i, LAKE; chilkaikali'i, SMALL LAKES p. 257 
(chilkalkali'i= LAKES) 

skuse'e, SON; skoikuse'e, BOYS p. 529 
(skukuse'e= BOY) 

kokomeus, YOUNG HORSE; pl., koikome'us p. 296 
titui't, BOY; pl., tiitui't p. 572 
pogo't, PARENT; pl. dim., piipogo't p. 470 

(pogpogo't, PARENTS) 
she'utem, GIRL; pl. dim., sheushu'tem p. 5Io 

(sheshu'tem= LITTLE GIRL, 
shue'utem= GIRLS) 

End-reduplication, that is to say, the re- 
peating of the last consonant of the stem, is a 
prominent feature of Kalispelm. It occurs in 
some plural forms: 

skolchemu's, CHEEK; pl., skolchemmu's p. 52 
chem (root)= EXTREMITY OF SOMETHING 

s'cheme'pshin, HEEL; pl., schemme'pshin p. 494 
ies-nchehu'sem, I UNCOVER HIS FACE 

ies-kolchehehu'sem, I UNCOVER HIS CHEEKS 

chines-lke'ilshi, I LAY DOWN 

kaes-lkali'lshi, WE LAY DOWN ' p. 354 
kaes-lkalkali'lshi, WE LAY DOWN IN GROUPS 

es-npenna'ksi, THEY LIE ON THE ROAD, ALL 

IN ONE PLACE 

es-npenpenna'ksi, THEY LIE HERE AND THERE p. 466 
ON THE ROAD 

(pen= root; -aks= suffix for ROAD) 

In the verb the end-reduplication ordinarily 
expresses the passing from one state into 
another: 

tgo'go, IT BECAME STRAIGHT p. 591 
tog= STRAIGHT 

chines-tkokomi', I FALL P. 578 
tku= (root) TO LIE 

chines-ko'lili, JE DEVIENS p. 297 
kol= (root) to make 

chines-ntkokomi', I AM BEING CONCEIVED. (This 
expresses the act of passing from a state of not 

being conceived to one of being conceived, 
Giorda) p. 430 

chines-na'kokoi, I GO TO STEAL p. 404 
nako= (root) TO STEAL 

es-mkokomi', IT SWELL UP p. 398 
moko= root 

gui'kuku, IT IS BEING DRESSED p. 197 
guika= root 

chines-ia't'ti, I AM BEING SHAKEN p. 223 
lchi'ch, IT BECOMES BOUND p. 341 

lich= (root) TO BIND 

es-poz'z, IT FLATTENS p. 455 
i-pOZ= FLAT 

pini'n, IT BECAME FULL p. 465 
pin= FULL 

es-telilemi, IT GROWS HARD p. 564 
tit= (root) TO HARDEN 

pgo'g, IT GOT SCATTERED p. 460 

pog= (root) TO SCATTER 

Certain verbal suffixes are ordinarily asso- 
ciated with the end-reduplication. Thus 
-nunem, TO SUCCEED IN SOMETHING occurs 
almost always with this form of the verb. 

ies-kammnu'nem, I SUCCEED IN SWALLOWING IT 

p. 261 

ies-gol'lnu'nem, I SUCCEED IN THROWING IT AWAY 
p. 176 

ies-skakanu'nem, I SUCCEED IN SPLITTING IT p. 492 
ies-paag'ganu'nem, I SUCCEED IN CURING p. 448 
ies-lz'znu'nem, I SUCCEED IN WHIPPING HIM p. 365 
ies-koeenu'nem, I SUCCEED IN BITING IT p. 281 
ies-il'lnu'nem, I SUCCEED IN STRIKING p. 232 
ies-gukukunu'nem, I SUCCEED IN CLEANSING IT p. 204 

End-reduplication with -utem: 
elchchutem, ABLE TO BE BOUND p. 343 

lech= (root) TO BIND 

ngal'lu'tem, TO BE FEARED p. 157 
gul'lu'tem, SANABILIS p. 197 
gez'ztmu'tem, ABLE TO DIG p. 168 

The end-reduplication seems almost always 
to be used with the negation: 

tas-io'o, NOT WELL, io', WELL p. 237 
taks-shni'n, IT WILL NOT STICK p. 516 

shin= root 
tas gokoko'tem, INSEPARABLE p. I83 
tas kue'lchch, IT DOES NOT UPSET p. 324 
tas kup'p, IT DOES NOT MOVE p. 333 

ta-spi'pe, but: chines-spmi', I WHIP 

Verbs may have an initial as well as an end- 
reduplication in one and the same form. 

chines-chshiteshtemu's, I RAISE MY EYES 

chin-chshiteshit'temu's, MY EYES RISE UP p. 519 
BY THEMSELVES 

sgolkolkoi'l1, UNJUST PROFITS p. 294 
koil= (root), TO CHEAT 

kaes-zkakali'lsh, WE FALL ON OUR BACKS p. 630 
(chines-zkalo't, I LIE ON MY BACK) 
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From Mengarini's "Flathead Grammar" 
(Grammatica Linguae Selicae) it is clear that 
the plural and diminutive forms of this dialect 
are the same as those of Kalispelm. See for 
instance: 

Plural: 
skoi, MOTHER; pl., skoikoi 
esmo'ck, MOUNTAIN; pl., esmkmo'ck 
sko'lchemu's, CHEEK; pl., sko'lchammu's 

Diminutives: 
eslmmo'ck, SMALL MOUNTAIN 
she'shu'tem, SMALL GIRL 
lgoglko, SMALL WHEEL 

slko'koi, SMALL MOTHER 

QUINAULT 

Dr. Leo Frachtenberg has studied the form- 
ation of the diminutive and of the plural in this 
dialect. He has kindly permitted me the use 
of his manuscript. He has established the 
interesting fact that the process of reduplica- 
tion is practically absent in this Salish dialect. 

The only clear case of reduplication in 
Quinault is the following: 

ki'iitan, HORSE 

tci'L!a'k!u kigwe"tan, I HAVE GOOD HORSES 

Possibly the following may also suggest the 
presence of a reduplication provided one pos- 
tulates the change of y to dj in the reduplicated 
syllable: 

xwa' yi'lEn, KNIFE 

ta' an letc! xwe' idjelEn, MY SHARP KNIVES 

In the vocabulary collected by Dr. Boas it 
may be that tce'l.tceltcu, SPINSTER, is a re- 
duplicated form. 

From Frachtenberg's material it is plain 
that the plural in Quinault is formed either by 
the particle xwe, MANY, or the suffix -elma'. 

sqe'qlnat, WOMAN; pl., xwe sqeqe'Inal 
ma'qsin, NOSE; pl., ma'qsinelma' 

The diminutive is formed, in addition to a 
suffixed o, by means of a change of the stem- 
vowel. This change consists ordinarily either 

in replacing a simple vowel by an echoed one 
or by simply introducing a glottal stop. 

qa'yis, STONE; dim., qa'ais6 
si'plEn, AXE; dim., si'ptE'ni 
tcil, HIGH; dim., tci'il 

The same type of vowel-extension is ob- 
served in the word kwaiai'Et, INFANT, which 
is common to Satsep, Upper Chehalis, and 
Cowlitz. It is the diminutive form of kwai'it, 
YOUNG. 

SNOHOMISH 

The reduplications of this dialect were re- 
corded by the writer during his field-work 
among the Snohomish and Snuqualmi in the 
fall of I916. 

The plural is formed almost without excep- 
tion by a repetition of the stem including the 
consonant following the vowel. The vowel of 
the reduplicating syllable remains the same 
as that of the simplex. 

k!o'spt, TROUT (k!wa'spt Snuqualmi); pl., k!o'sk!spl 
L !xuai", DOG-SALMON; pl., L !xL !xuai" 

L!tcets, BOW; pl., L!a'tcL!atcits 

sqEbai", DOG; pl., sqEbqbai" 
te'sid, ARROW; pl., te'stesid 

steqa'yu', WOLF; pl., stEqtqa'yu' 
StcE'ttud, BEAR; pl., StCE'ttctSud 

yixUEla', EAGLE; pl., yixUyix"Ela' 
cau', BONE; pl., cau"cau' 
L !e'lbid, CANOE; pl., L!e'lL!elbid 

xUk!o'dcEd, FOOT; pi., xuk!o'dk!OdcEd 
tca'las, ARM; pl., tca'ltcElas 
t'klo's, OWL; pl., t'kt'klo's 
sq!Ebia', SKUNK (sq!Ebio" Snuqualmi); 

pl., sq!E'bq!bia 
tc!a'lasats, FERN; pl., tc!a'ltc!Elasats 

k!ua'lu, SKIN; pl., k!ua'lk!uElu 
spEtco', BASKET; pl., SpE'tcptco 

axa', GOOSE; pl., 'ax'axa' 

spo'kuab, HILL; pl., sp6'kup6kuab 
stcEbe'dats, FIR; pl., stcEbtcEbe'dats 
xpai' CEDAR; pl., xEpxpai" 
kuague'dtcEd, ELK; pl., kuagukuagUe'dtcEd 

sk!uaqe'q, ROBIN; pl., sk!uaqk!uaqe'q 
xebxeb, HAWK; pl., xebxebxeb 

so'pqs, SEAL; pl., s6'ps6pqs 

sqe'xa', WOOL DOG; pl., sqe'xqexa' 
a'lal, HOUSE; pl., a'lalal 
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b6'ctcEb,1 MINK; pl., bo'cboctcEb 
xa'tcu, LAKE; pl., xa'tcxatcu 

Plurals which do not reduplicate the con- 
sonant following the stem-vowel seem to be 
rather exceptional. See the following exam- 
ples: 

tciL!a', STONE (tc!a'L!a' Snuqualmi); pl., tcitciL!a' 
sbyau, FOX; pl., sbi'byau' 
slt'dai', WOMAN; pl., sltal'dai' 
swawa', LION; pl., swawawa' 

The following does not belong properly in 
this class as it is onomatopoetic: 

k!a'k!a, CRow; pl., k!a'k!ak!a 

It seems to be a constant feature of the 
plural-reduplication in Snohomish that the 
repetition is restricted to the stem and does 
not include the initial consonant of the suffix 
when the stem consists only of two sounds. See: 

pO'tEd, SHIRT; pl., p6'p6tEd 
(-tEd = instrumental suffix) 

sq !a'cEd, MOCCASIN; pl., sq!a'q!acEd 
(-cEd = suffix for FOOT) 

dzidi's, TOOTH; pl., dzidza'dis 
(-nis = suffix for TOOTH) 

The following plural forms seem to be like- 
wise explained by the presence of a suffix: 

bo'qu, DUCK; pl., bo"bo'qu 

stsa'li, HEART; pl., stsa'tsali 

sq!a'aL!, OTTER; pl., sq!aa'q!a'aL! 

The Comox plural-reduplications are dis- 
tinguished from those of the Snohomish in 
that the former do not, like the latter, restrict 
themselves to the etymological stem, but may 
also include part of a suffix, for instance 
(Sapir: "Noun Reduplication in Comox" pp. 
12 and 13): 

q !aL!, LAND-OTTER; pl., q!AL !q !'aL! 
q!a'asa', SEA-OTTER; pl., q!A'sq !asa' (Kwakiutl) 
mA'qsin', NOSE; pl., mA'qImAqsin' 

(-qsin' = suffix for NOSE) 
dji'cin', FOOT; pl., dji'cdjicin' 
dji'dis, TOOTH; pl., dji'ddjidis 

(-dis = suffix for TOOTH). 

The following plural forms are irregular: 
sxii's, HEAD; pl., sxaxa'yiis 

This plural form is explained by the Snuqual- 
mi word for HEAD: sxa'yus. 

1 6 like in German 6ffnen 

sya'b, CHIEF; pl., si'ya'b 
sta'bc, MAN; pl., st6'bobc 

This last form is very extraordinary. -bc is 
the suffix for PERSON. Compare the Comox 
form tA'mnto'mic.2 

There are two types of diminutive redupli- 
cation in Snohomish. In the one type the 
vowel of the stem is repeated in the redupli- 
cating-syllable, in the other this vowel is 
changed to an i (or e). In either case the 
consonant following the vowel is not included 
in the reduplication. It is almost a constant 
feature that the accent is thrown back on the 
reduplicating-syllable. This is usually associ- 
ated with a reduction or complete elimina- 
tion of the vowel of the reduplicated syllable. 
Examples of reduplication of the first type are: 

tca'las, ARM; dim., tca"tcElas 
klague'dtcEd, ELK; dim., kuakugue'dtcEd 

(Compare: pl., kuagukuague'dtcEd) 
sk!uaqe'q, ROBIN; dim., sk!uak!uqe'q 
so'pqs, SEAL; dim., so'sEpqs 
a'lal, HOUSE; dim., a"alal 
xa'tcu, LAKE; dim., xa'xtcu 
st6'bc, MAN; dim., sti'tubc 
k!a'k!a, CROW; dim., k!a'k!k!a' 
sta'dai', WOMAN; dim., sla'ladai' 3; pl., slalt'dai' 
stsa'li, HEART; dim., stsa'tsEli 
sq!aL!, CLOUD; dim., sq!a'q!L! 
cau', BONE; dim., ca"cu' 
swawa', LION; dim., swa'Uwa' 

Instances of the second type of diminutive 
reduplication (with a shift to i in the redupli- 
cating-syllable) are: 

pO'tEd, SHIRT; dim., pi'potEd 
sq!a'cEd, MOCCASIN; dim., sq!e'q!acEd 
bo'qu, DUCK; dim., bi" bo'qu 
sq!a'aL!, OTTER; dim., sq !e'eq!a'aL! 

bo'ctcEb, MINK; dim., bi'bctcEb 
k!ua'lu, SKIN; dim., k!ui'k!ulu 
VUk!o'dcEd, FOOT; dim., xuk!e'k!odcEd 
k!o'spl, TROUT; dim., k!ue'sk!uspl 
L!tcets, BOW; dim., L!e'L!tcits 

(pl., L !a'tcL !atcits) 
sxiis, HEAD, (sxa'yuis Snuqualmi) 

dim., sxi'xiis 
stcE'txud, BEAR, (ctca'txud Snuqualmi) 

dim., stci'tctxud 

2 Sapir: op. cit. p. 14. 
3 See Nisqualli la'ledai = GIRL (Teit). 
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In some cases the vowel of the reduplicating- 
syllable represents a diphthongization with i: 

axa', GOOSE; dim., i'axa 
sqEbai", DOG (squbai" Snuqualmi); 

dim., squi'qubai' 
tc!a'lasats, FERN; dim., tc!a''tc!Elasats 

Words in which the stem-vowel is obscure 
or is itself an i-vowel cannot be attributed 
either to one or to the other of the above types, 
for instance: 

spEtco', BASKET; dim., spi'ptco 
te'sid, ARROW; dim., te'tsid 
L xuai", DOG-SALMON; dim., L !i'L !xai' 

steqa'yu', WOLF; dim., stitqa'yu' 
L!e'lbid, CANOE; dim., L!e'L!Elbid 

t'klo's, owL; dim., t'i't'klos 

sq!Ebia', SKUNK; dim., sq !'q!Ebia 
stcEbe'dats, FIR; dim., stcitcbi'dats 

xpai', CEDAR; dim., xe'xpai' 
xebxeb, HAWK; dim., xe'xebxeb 

sqe'xa', WOOL DOG; dim., sqe'qxa 
sya'b, CHIEF; dim., se'ya'b 
dzidi's, TOOTH; dim., dzi'dzidis 
tciL!a', STONE; dim., tcitcL!a' 

(tc !a'L !a'= STONE Snuqualmi) 

sbyau, FOX; dim., sbi'byau. 

In the following word the diminutive is 
formed by an extension of the stem-vowel 
without reduplication: 

sp6'kuab, HILL; dim., spo'o'kuab 

Probably the same is true in the following: 
yixuEla', EAGLE, yi'ixUEla' 

As far as I can judge from my material the 
plural-diminutives are invariably derived from 
the diminutive form. This general principle 
of formation contrasts with that of Comox 
where the corresponding forms are always 
diminutized plurals, the first reduplicating 
syllable being of the diminutive type, the 
second of the plural type (cf. Sapir: op. cit. 
p. 34). With the exception of the words for 
"man" and "woman" the Snohomish plural 
diminutives are formed by repeating the re- 
duplicating syllable of the diminutive form. 

spEtco', BASKET; pl. dim., spi'piptco 
(dim., spi'ptco; pl., spE'tcptco) 

te'sid, ARROW; pl. dim., te'tetsid 

(dim., te'tsid; pl., te'stesid) 

L!xuai', DOG-SALMON; pl. dim., L!i'L!iL!xuai' 

steqa'yu', WOLF; pl. dim., stititqa'yu' 
L!e'lbid, CANOE; pl. dim., L!e'L!eL!Elbid 

t'klo's, OWL; pl. dim., t'i't'it'klos 

sq!Ebia', SKUNK; pl. dim., sq !'q !q !Ebia 

stcEbe'dats, FIR; pl. dim., stcitcitcbi'dats 

xpai', CEDAR; pl. dim., xe'xexpai' 
xebxeb, HAWK; pl. dim., xe'xexEbxEb 

sqe'xa', WOOL DOG; pl. dim., sqe'qeqxa 
dzidi's, TOOTH; pl. dim., dzidzEdza'dis 

tciL!a', STONE; pl. dim., tcitcitcL!a' 

sbyau, FOX; pl. dim., sbi'bi'byau 
tca'las, ARM; pl. dim., tca"tca'tcElas 
kuague'dtcEd, ELK; pl. dim. kuakuakugUe'dtcEd 
sk!uaqe'q, ROBIN; pl. dim., sk!uak!uak!uqe'q 
so'pqs, SEAL; pl. dim., s6'sospqs 
a'lal, HOUSE; pl. dim., a"a'alal 
xa'tcu, LAKE; pl. dim., xa'xaxtcu 
k!a'k!a, CROW; pi. dim., k!a'k!ak!k!a 
stsa'li, HEART; pl. dim., stsa'tsatsEli 
sq!aL!, CLOUD; pl. dim., sq!a'q!aq!L! 
cau', BONE; pl. dim., ca"ca'cu' 

swawa', LION; pl. dim., swa'uwa'uwa' 
po'tEd, SHIRT; pl. dim., pi'pipotEd 
sq !'cEd, MOCCASIN; pl. dim., sq!e'q!eq!acEd 
bo'qu, DUCK; pl. dim., bi"bi'bo'qu 
sq!a'aL!, OTTER; pl. dim., sq!e'e'q!e'eq!a'aL! 
bo'ctcEb, MINK; pl. dim., bi'bibctcEb 

k!ua'lu, SKIN; pl. dim., k!i'k!uik!ulu 

XUk!o'dcEd, FOOT; pl. dim., .uk!e'k!ek!odcEd 
k!o'spt, TROUT; pl. dim., k!ue'k!uesk!usp1 

L!tcEts, BOW; pl. dim., L!e'L!eL!tcits 

sxifi's, HEAD; pl. dim., sxexxa'yfis 

stcE't:ud, BEAR; pl. dim., stCi'tcitctxud 

axa', GOOSE; pl. dim., 'i"iaxa 

sqEbai", DOG; pl. dim., squi'quiqEbai' 
tc!a'lasats, FERN; pl. dim., tc !a" itc!a itc!Elasats 

yixUEla', EAGLE; pl. dim., yi'yi'ixuEla 
sp6'kuab, HILL; pl. dim., spoo'pokuab 

(dim., spo'o'kuab, pl., spo'ku'pokuab) 
sya'b, CHIEF; pl. dim., se'e'ya'b 

(dim., se'ya'b) 

The only two exceptions known to me of the 
above method of forming the plural-diminu- 
tive are the words for MAN and WOMAN. 

sto'bc, MAN; pl. dim., sto'hotobc 
(pl., sto'b6bc, dim., stui'tubc) 

sla'dai', WOMAN; pl. dim., sla'haladai' 
(pl., slala'dai', dim., sta'ladai') 

These two plural-diminutives are also de- 
rived from the diminutive form, but not by 
means of an additional reduplication, but by 
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an extension of the vowel of the reduplicating 
syllable of the diminutive. 

It is a general rule that the accent in the 
plural-diminutive is thrown back on the first 
reduplicating syllable. 

CLALLAM-LKUNGEN 

Dr. Frachtenberg has collected reduplica- 
tions of the Clallam. He has kindly let me 
use the material in his manuscript. Where no 
other author is mentioned the Clallam- 
Lkufigen reduplications cited below were re- 
corded by him.' 

There are three distinct types of plural 
formation in Clallam. In the first the stem, 
including the consonant following the first 
vowel, is reduplicated. Dr. Frachtenberg's 
material seems to show that this type of plural 
is not very frequent. 

xo'unt, PADDLE; pl., xo'nxwant 

stca'ninuxu, SALMON; pl., stcintca'ninu.xu 
slinEtcatl, GIRL; pl., slinlinatcalatl H.T. 
Luqu, TO STICK; LuquLuqu, STICKY H.T. 
dja'tdjutxum, TO BUILD A HOUSE B. 

In the last example the reduplication in- 
cludes the initial consonant of the suffix 
(-txU, HOUSE). 

The second type of plurals is formed by 
repeating the stem without the second con- 
sonant. Here we can distinguish between re- 
duplications in which the reduplicating syl- 
lable repeats the quality of the stem-vowel 
and such in which the vowel is changed to 
i (or e). 

sqo'fltct, WILLOW; pl., sqoqo'fltct 
q!wa'yin, EAR; pl., q!uq!we'yin 
sto'owe, RIVER; pi., sto'tauwi 

paq!, WHITE; pl., pi'paq! 
qa'yii, EYE; pl., qeqa'yifi 
anitsa'qu, RED; pi., anitsitsa'qu 
sma'yits, ELK; pl., smime'its 

Finally, the third type is not formed by re- 
duplication, but by means of an extension of 
the stem-vowel. 

sma'ts!En, SKUNK; pl., smaya'ts!Ens 
tcUxwa'yn", WHALE; pl., tcayuwei'yon 

Compare: Hill-Tout JAI 37, p. 314 

k!wa'yifisin, SEAGULL; pl., k!waya'yifsin 
L!a'qt, LONG; pl., L!a'yaqt 
ts!ila'altc, MAPLE; pl., ts!a'la'altc 

The material recorded by Hill-Tout in 
JAI Vol. 37 is from Lkufigen, a dialect very 
closely related to Clallam. The extension of 
the stem-vowel in the plurals of this dialect is 
not brought about by a y-glide, but by an 
i-glide; see for instance: 

qa'ni, MAID; pl., qala'fii H.T. 
kwa'nii, ORPHAN; pl., kwEla'nii H.T. 

This difference between Clallam and Lkufi- 
gen corresponds to the shift of I to i, char- 
acteristic of Clallam. 

The extension of the stem-vowel is often 
brought about by the introduction of an 
i-vowel: 

sxas, BAD; pl., sxiya's 
t!at!af'sna', STAR; pl., t!i'yat !af'sna' 
sxuna'am, SHAMAN; pi., sxuniya'am 
kwa'ckwac, BLUEJAY; pl., kwa'yickuc 

The diminutives in Clallam seem to be 
formed regularly by a repetition of the stem 
exclusive of the second consonant. We can 
distinguish between diminutive reduplications 
in which the reduplicating syllable repeats the 
vowel of the stem and such in which this vowel 
is changed to an a. A corresponding type with 
a shift to i does not seem to exist in this 
dialect. 

xo'unt, PADDLE; dim., xo'xwant 

paq!, WHITE; dim., pa'pa'q!at 
(pl., pi'paq!) 

xpal', CEDAR; dim., .axaa'p 
(pl., .ixa'pe) 

sqo'filtct, WILLOW; dim., sqoqo'filtct 
sqa'xa', DOG; dim., sqa'qa'xa 

(pl., sqa'ya'xa) 

Diminutive-reduplications with a-shift: 
steqeu', HORSE; dim., stateqeu' 

(pl., stiteqeu') 
ctca'tci'ayil, CHILD 

qu'ni, SEAGULL; dim., qwa'qun-i 
tc!i'tc!altc, SPRUCE; dim., tc!a'tc!itc!altc 

In the following words not the same syl- 
lables are reduplicated in the plural and in the 
diminutive: 
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anitsa'qu, RED; pi., anitsitsa'qu 
dim., a'anitsa'qul 

anELat, BLUE; pl., aniLe'Lat 
dim., a'anELat 

Diminutives which are not formed by re- 
duplication seem to be very unusual, see for 
instance: 

sma'yits, ELK; dim., sme'lts 

k!wa'yafiisin, EAGLE; dim., k!we'eyifii'sin 

The plural-diminutive is never derived from 
the plural, but always from the diminutive. 
It is not formed by an additional reduplica- 
tion, but by means of extending the vowel of 
the reduplicating syllable of the diminutive. 
This extension does not seem ever to be 
brought about by an introduction of an i- 
vowel as is the case in many plurals derived 
from the simplex. 

siq!e, HEAVY; pl. dim., sa'yase'q!e 
dim., sa'se'q!e; pl., sa'yi'q!e 

tcEta't, THICK; pl. dim., tca'ya'tce'lt 
dim., tca'tce'lt; pi., tcitca'lt 

p!ai'wi', FLOUNDER; pl. dim., p!a'ya'p!a'uwi' 
dim., p!a'p!a'uiwi'; pl., p!a'yau'wi' 

waxa'l, FROG; pl. dim., wa'yawaxa'l 
dim., wa'waxa'l; pl., wiya'xat 

sk!wato', RAVEN; pl. dim., sk!wa'ya'k!uto' 
dim., sk!wa'k!uto'; pl., sk!wa'yito' 

Lkufigen has again the extension with I 
instead of y: 

ska'kala, INFANT; pl., skala'kala H.T. 

SLeLULkEL, CHILD; pl., SLaleLULkEL H.T. 

SQUAMISH 

Our material on the reduplications of this 
dialect is very meager. This is especially re- 
grettable as Squamish is linguistically more or 
less independent from the other northern 
coast dialects. 

Hill-Tout gives a list of plural reduplica- 
tions: BAAS I900, p. 497. Furthermore, the 
following examples are found in his vocabulary 
(ibidem pp. 513 et seq.): 

a'xuiai, HOUSE-FLY; pl., oxa'xuai 

stao'tl, CHILD; pl., stitao'tl 

tcuwa'c, WIFE; pi., tcutcu'wac 

sue'ka, MAN; pl., siwe'Eka 

tcima'c, BROTHER-IN-LAW; pl., tcimtcima'c 

mEn, SON; pl., mEnmEn 

sLa'nai, WOMAN; pl., sLinLa'nai 

Compare: sl6ni6'L, YOUNG WOMAN (Boas) 
(-OL= diminutive suffix) 

pl., sLenLenio'L. 
sqa'qel, INFANT, is also a diminutive form. 

From the examples cited above it is clear 
that as in other Salish dialects the plural is 
formed by repeating the stem either with or 
without the consonant following the vowel. 

NANAIMO AND LOWER FRASER 

These are very closely related dialects. A 
list of Nanaimo reduplications is given by 
Dr. Boas: BAAS I890, pp. 680-68I. Hill- 
Tout gives a number from the Lower Fraser: 
BAAS 1902, p. 20. 

There are two chief types of plural forma- 
tion represented in this material. The first 
type consists in reduplicating the stem-syl- 
lable either with or without the consonant 
following the vowel. 

Nanaimo: 
spal, RAVEN; pi., spElpa'l 

qEla'qa, CROW; pl., qElqEla'qa 
sta'lo, RIVER; pl., stElta'lo 

stii'aLtEm, SALMON; pi., stsEltsa'aLtEn 

la'lEm, HOUSE; pl., lali'lEm 

Lower Fraser: 
skwomai', DOG; pl., skwomkwomai' 

smalt, STONE; pl., smEmi'lt 

kwEtli'i, LOG; pl., kWEtlkwEtli H.T. 

me'la, SON; pl., ma'mela 

Compare: Squamish: mEn, pl., mEnmEn H.T. 

sElii'tl, LITTLE GIRL; pl., sisElai'tl H.T. 

(-atl= diminutive suffix) 
lukElu'kEm, DRIVER (lu'kEm=TO DRIVE) H.T. 

The second type of plurals is formed by an 
extension of the stem-vowel by means of an 
1-glide: 
Nanaimo: 

ha'pet, DEER; pl., hala'pet 
qa'qEn, POST; pl., qa'laqEn 
spa'qEm, FLOWER; pi., spa'laqEm 
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Lower Fraser: 
q'ami, MAID; pl., q'a'lami 
ya'suq, HAT; pl., ya'lsuq. 

This is the same type of plural formation as 
occurs in Lkufigen and Clallam (extension 
with a y-glide in this dialect). 

qa'ni, MAID; pl., qala'fi Hill-Tout: JAI 37, p.314 
(Lkufigen fi < Nanaimo-Lower Fraser m) 

sqa'xa, DOG; pl., skala'xa 

The diminutive is formed as usual by a 
repetition of the stem exclusive of the second 
consonant and by a shifting of the accent on 
the reduplicating-syllable. 

sta'lo, RIVER; dim., sta'tElo B. (H.T.) 
stci'atltEm, SALMON; dim., stci'tsElatltEm B. 
qa'qEn, POST; dim., qa'qqEn B. 
spa'qEm, FLOWER; dim., spi'pqEm B. 

Augmentative forms in Nanaimo are: 
snE'xuitl, BOAT; aug., sn6'xu6tl 
sia'm, CHIEF; sisii'm, HIGHEST CHIEF 

There is one Lower Fraser example of a 
plural-diminutive formation in our material: 

q'ami, MAID; pl. dim., qaka'lami H.T.: 
dim., qa'qami; pl., q'a'lami JBAAS I902 p.372 

I regard this form very interesting when 
compared with the plural-diminutive forms 
of Clallam. While the plurals and the diminu- 
tives are formed according to the same prin- 
ciples in Nanaimo-Lower Fraser and in Clal- 
lam-Lkufigen; this plural-diminutive form is 
derived in a different way. As already stated, 
the plural-diminutives of Clallam are always 
derived from the diminutive form with an ex- 
tension of the reduplicating-vowel by means 
of a y-glide (Clallam y - < I in Lkufgen, 
Nanaimo, etc.). But the Lower Fraser form 
qaka'lami is derived from the plural form by 
means of a diminutive reduplication. Com- 
pare for instance, qaka'lami with Clallam: 

sta'tcin, WOLF; pl. dim., sta'ya'ta'tcifi 
dim., stata'tcifi; pi., sta'ya'tcifi 

SESHELT 

The only material on reduplications from 
this dialect is that published by Hill-Tout in 
JAI Vol. 34. 

The plural is formed by a reduplication of 
the stem with or without the second con- 
sonant: 

sto'mic, MAN; pl., stE'mt6mic 

stEkai'i, HORSE; pl., stEkte'akaia 

Lu'mstan, HOUSE; pl., La'Lumstan 

kw6'yiluk, TO MURDER; kwOkwOyi'luk, MURDERER 

There are no examples of a plural formation 
by means of an extension of the stem-vowel as 
found so frequently in Clallam-Lkufigen and 
Nanaimo-Lower Fraser. Compare for in- 
stance: 

Seshelt: ho'pit, DEER; pl., hEpho'pit H.T. 
Nanaimo: ha'pet, DEER; pl., hala'pEt B. 

The diminutive is formed by the common 
process of repeating the stem without the con- 
sonant following the vowel. This is sometimes 
associated with a shift of the reduplicating 
vowel to an i (e): 

tlu'mstan, HOUSE; dim., tle'tlumstan 
sto'lo, RIVER; dim., sto'tElo 
hO'pit, DEER; dim., h6h6pit, FAWN 

skwuke't, SPLINTER; dim., skwe'kwuket 
tla'nai, WOMAN; LiLa'nai, GIRL 

(Pentlatch: sla'aLnae, GIRL) 

I can cite only the following three examples 
of plural-diminutive formation: 

tla'nai, WOMAN; tli'tlintlanai, GIRLS 
tlitla'nai= GIRL 

me'man, CHILD; mume'man, CHILDREN 

swa'wE16s, BOY; pl., swawe'WElos 

Compare: 
Lower Fraser: swe'wilus, YOUTH; 

pl., swa'wilus H.T. 
Comox: we'walQs; pl., w."walos Sapir. 

Seshelt is a dialect closely related to Comox 
and Pentlatch. The form tli'tlintlanai is de- 
rived in the same way as the Comox plural- 
diminutives, namely, by a secondary redupli- 
cation of the plural form (see p. I70). 

COMOX 

In his paper on "Noun Reduplication in 
Comox" (Geological Survey of Canada, 
memoir 63), Dr. Sapir has given us much 
valuable material. He has tabulated it in 
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numerous types and sub-types from a purely 
phonetic point of view. For our purposes of 
comparative study we can adapt a much sim- 
pler scheme of classification of types. The 
essential characteristics of plural and diminu- 
tive reduplications in Comox seem to me to be 
as follows. As in other Salish dialects there 
are two kinds of plural reduplication. In the 
first the stem is repeated including the con- 
sonant following the first vowel, for instance: 

ts!ox6"?, CODFISH; pl., ts!o'xts!ox6'o 
qA'l-q!, WARRIOR; pl., qA'l'qAlq! 
qExU, RING FINGER; pl., qA'xUqe.U 

In some cases the reduplicating vowel shows 
a shift to an i: 

sa'paxos, HORN; pl., si'pSapaxos 
so'sn', MOUTH; pl., si'ssosin' 

In the second type of plural reduplications 
the stem is repeated without the consonant 
following the vowel. In this type the vowel 
of the reduplicating syllable changes to i (e) 
apparently with rather few exceptions.1 Such 
are, for instance: 

a'.x, SNOW-FLAKE; a'axu, FALLING SNOW 

yi'p'i1iu, HOLE; pl., ya'yipliiu 

In the usual form with a change to i the 
accent is ordinarily thrown back on the 
reduplicating syllable: 

sa"idjA', LEAF; pl., si'sa'idjA' 
tca'yac, HAND; pl., tci'tcayac 
sa"yal, LAKE; pl., si'sa'yal 
qa"ya', WATER; pl., qe'qa'ya' 

As in other Salish dialects the diminutive 
is formed by repeating the stem exclusive of 
the consonant following the vowel. The vowel 

1I do not think it is necessary to postulate another 

type of reduplication in which the vowel changes to o 
in the reduplicating syllable, for instance in such 
words as: 

la'agyet a, HERRING; pl., 16o'agyet!a 
he'gYQs, CHIEF; pl., ho'uheigYos 

(See Sapir: op. cit. p. 15) 
As Dr. Sapir suggests, this peculiarity is most likely 

explained by the fact that gy which follows the vowel of 
the stem is etymologically equal to w. Thus Comox 

g' < w of Pentlatch. 

of the reduplicating syllable either maintains 
the quality of the stem-vowel or shows a shift 
to i (e). 

so'sin', MOUTH; dim., so'ssin' 

so'pAdatc, TAIL; dim., so'"spAdatc 
t !'aq !at', MOUNTAIN; dim., t!i't!q !St' 

xa"a, BIG CLAM; dim., xe'xA''aa 

pa'xai', CREEK; dim., pi'p'xe' 
L!d'aq!wai, FISH-GILL; dim., L!i' iL!q!wai 

In those cases where the accent is thrown 
on the reduplicating syllable the vowel of the 
reduplicated syllable is frequently reduced or 
eliminated. 

In those cases where the plural as well 
as the diminutive are formed by repeating 
the stem without the second consonant and 
by changing the vowel to i the two forms 
are ordinarily distinguished by the different 
position of the accent. It is thrown on the 
reduplicating syllable in the plural form, but 
remains on the reduplicated one in the dimin- 
utive. 

tca'yac, HAND; pl., tci'tcayac; dim., tcitca'"yac 
qa"ya', WATER; pl., qe'qa'ya'; dim., qeqa"ya' 
sa'yal, LAKE; pl., si'sa'yal; dim., sisa"yal 
xa"adjaic, STONE; pl., xe'xa'adjaic; 

dim., xexa"adje'ic 

As mentioned elsewhere the plural redupli- 
cation is not necessarily confined in Comox 
to the etymological stem. The initial con- 
sonant of a suffix may be included in the repe- 
tition; for instance in: 

mA'qsin', NOSE; pl., mA'qImAqsin' 
dji'cin', FOOT; pl., dji'cdjicin' 

The plural-diminutives in Comox are formed 
by a double process of reduplication, the first 
reduplicating syllable expressing the diminu- 
tive idea, the second that of plurality (see 
Sapir: op. cit. p. 34 et seq.). 

L !I'kuinAs, HEART; pl. dim., L!L !Ek'L !ikuinAS 
aL, LEGGING; pl. dim., e'aL'aL 
ya'xai'i, PACK-BASKET; pl. dim., yiyi'xIyaxai'i 

BELLA COOLA 

From this dialect I can cite only a very few 
examples from the material of Dr. Boas. 
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Plural: 
stn, TREE; pl., stntn 
mE'na, CHILD; pl., mame'nts 

Diminutive: 
x'nas, WOMAN; x'ix'na's, GIRL 

(the plural of x'nas is formed by means of a 
suffix: 
x'na'cuks= WOMEN, cf: Boas: BAAS I89o, 
p. 679) 

qe'qte, CHILD 
imi'lk', MAN; imilimi'lk, BOY 

(imilkuks= MEN) 

imilimi'lk- is the only diminutive form that 
I can cite from any Salish dialect in which the 
reduplication includes the consonant follow- 
ing the stem-vowel. This type of reduplica- 
tion is always characteristic of the plural. 

TILLAMOOK 

Our material on the reduplications of this 
dialect is equally meager. 
Plural: 

t'ane', EAR; pl., t'Ent'a'ne 

Attention is called to the fact 
word the reduplication includes 
suffix, -(a)ne= EAR. 

that in this 
part of the 

Diminutive: 
sni'win, HOUSE; dim., snonena'wun 

gaa'kaL, BOY; dim., g6gaa'kaL 
hanE'luin, ARM; dim., h6hanE'luin 

sqaga'yin, FOX; dim., sq6qaga'yin 
goqa'nis, A YOUNG WHALE 

t6teyi'lho, A LITTLE MAN 

stote'wat, SLAVE (ste'wat= MAN) 

These few examples seem to indicate a di- 
minutive reduplication with a shift of the 
vowel to o. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It appears from the above presentation of 
material, that there are wide gaps in our 
knowledge of the processes of reduplication in 
the Salishan dialects. From a considerable 
number of dialects we have no material at all. 

It is especially regrettable that this is the case 
with Nootsak, Twana, and Squamish, since 
these show a number of linguistic peculiarities. 
In spite of these deficiencies, however, a com- 
parison of our material brings out a number of 
important points which I shall try to sum- 
marize in the following remarks. 

The most general observation is that ap- 
parently all Salish dialects make use of the 
process of reduplication with the exception of 
Quinault. It must, however, be mentioned 
that we have no material on reduplications 
from Satsep, Upper Chehalis, Lower Chehalis, 
and Cowlitz. As these, especially Lower Che- 
halis, are the dialects which are most closely 
related to Quinault, it will be of interest to know 
whether they too are without the grammatical 
process in question. In regard to the presence 
of reduplications the Salish stock must be 
grouped together with Chemakum, Waka- 
shan, and Tsimshian, as belongs to the great 
continuous area in which this process occurs, 
and must be contrasted against the area of 
the Haida, Tlingit, and Athapascan, in which 
it is absent. 

Reduplication is used in Salish pre-emi- 
nently for the formation of distributive-plurals 
and of diminutives and presumably also of 
augmentatives.1 It is often closely asso- 

1 In the numerals reduplication of different types is 
used to express ideas distinct from those of the dis- 
tributive and diminutive. Thus in Thompson (see 
Boas: BAAS I898, p. 29-30) there are two reduplicated 
series of the cardinals, one for animals, the other for 

persons. Compare for instance: 

mus, FOUR (inanimate) 
mo'ms, FOUR ANIMALS 

mui'smust, FOUR PERSONS 

Distributive numerals are also formed by means of 

reduplication. The animate and personal series of the 
distributives have a triple reduplication. Compare: 
moam6'ms (animate), musmui'smust (personal.) See also 
Lower Fraser: H.T.: BAAS, 1902, pp. 29-30. 

In the Salish dialects there are furthermore a number 
of singulars that are reduplicated. For example: 
Lower Fraser: la'lEm, HOUSE (H.T.); Snohomish: 
xebxeb, HAWK (Hbl.); Shuswap: no'xEnox, WOMAN 

(Hbl.). 
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ciated with the process of vowel extension. 
Reduplication is used in nouns as well as in 
verbs. In the inland dialects initial as well as 
terminal reduplication is used. The latter 
may be restricted to the inland. The only 
reduplication from the coast known to me 
which is not initial is Snohomish sto'bobc, 
MEN, from sto'bc. The same word is redupli- 
cated tA'mt6'mic in Comox. sto'b6bc is not 
properly speaking a terminal reduplication as 
the repeated b is the initial sound of the suffix 
-bc, MAN. From the large amount of material 
we have from Kalispelm it is obvious that 
terminal reduplication, that is to say, the 
repetition of the terminal sound of the stem, 
is a prominent feature in this dialect (see 
p. 161). Some of the plurals in Kalispelm are 
formed by terminal reduplication, whereas 
none of the diminutives seem to be formed by 
this process in that dialect. But from Thomp- 
son, Shuswap, and Okanagon, we have exam- 
ples of diminutives formed by terminal re- 
duplication. In Thompson and Shuswap a 
number of diminutives are also formed by 
internal reduplication. None of the plurals 
of these two dialects seem to be formed either 
by internal or by terminal reduplication. This 
shows a striking difference between these dia- 
lects and Kalispelm. 

There are two large types of plural redupli- 
cation which seem to be common to all of the 
reduplicating Salish dialects. In the first type 
the stem including the consonant following the 
vowel is repeated, in the second this consonant 
is not included. There seems to be a general 
tendency that in contradistinction to the 
diminutive formations the accent remains on 
the reduplicated syllable. The dialects differ 
as to whether in the process of reduplication 
the stem of a word is regarded as a unit or not. 
Thus, in words which consist only of one con- 
sonant and of one vowel the initial sound of the 
suffix may or may not be included in the 
plural-reduplication. While in Kalispelm and 
Snohomish, the process does not extend be- 

yond the stem, this is frequently the case in 

Comox (see pp. I69-I70). Compare for in- 
stance: Comox tA'mt6'mic, MEN. As far as 
I know, a prefix is never included in the re- 
duplication in any of the dialects. 

The general type of diminutive reduplica- 
tion common to all of the reduplicating dia- 
lects consists in repeating the stem exclusive 
of the consonant following the vowel. This 
process is distinguished from the shorter type 
of plural reduplication by the more or less 
general tendency in the diminutive to throw 
the accent on the reduplicating-syllable. Com- 
pare for instance: Snohomish sla'tadai', LIT- 
TLE WOMAN and statl'dai', WOMEN. A con- 
comitant phenomenon of this shift of accent 
is the tendency towards reduction or elimina- 
tion of the unaccented stem-vowel in the 
diminutive forms (see p. 164). 

The vowel of the reduplicating-syllable of 
the diminutive may either be the same in 
quality as the stem-vowel of the simplex or 
it may show a shift. The most common shift 
of this kind is that to an i-vowel. This dimin- 
utive-reduplication with' i-shift is a very per- 
sistent feature in the Salishan dialects and 
seems to be common to most of them; how- 
ever, it does not appear to occur in Clallam, 
or in Thompson and Shuswap. The most 
frequent vowel-shift in the diminutives of 
Clallam is that to a (see p. 167). In Thompson 
and Shuswap the vowel of the reduplicating- 
syllable is normally the same as that of the 
stem. 

As shown repeatedly in the above discus- 
sions, the plural or the diminutive of one and 
the same word may be formed in different 

ways in different dialects. For instance: 
Seshelt: ho'pit, DEER; pl., hEphO'pit 
Nanaimo: ha'pet; pl., hala'pet 

and: 
Kalispelm: she'utem, GIRL; pl., shue'utem 
Shuswap: ?a'utEm; pl., ?u.autEm 

or: 
Snohomish: st6'bobc 
Comox: tA'mt6'mic 
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While the general principles that underlie 
the formation of the plural and of the diminu- 
tive are practically the same for all the dia- 
lects, we find an entirely different state of 
affairs in the case of the formation of plural- 
diminutives. Almost each dialect follows a 
distinctive method of deriving these forms. 
Different psychological concepts obviously 
underlie this heterogeneity. Thus, in contra- 
distinction to other dialects the Comox forms, 
as Dr. Sapir has pointed out, are, properly 
speaking, diminutized-plurals. The hetero- 
geneity is all the more surprising when it is 
taken into consideration that in all of the 
dialects the plural-diminutives are, built up 
on the common principles of plural and of 
diminutive formation. 

In Lillooet we find examples of plural- 
diminutives in which the first reduplicating 
syllable expresses plurality and is a repetition 
of the stem of the simplex, while the second 
syllable expresses the diminutive idea (see 
skwumk6okme't, CHILDREN). This is the type 
of formation of plural-diminutives that is so 
typical of Thompson and Shuswap. It shows 
a high degree of relationship between these 
three dialects as far as the process of redupli- 
cating is concerned. In Kalispelm they are 
apparently never formed by double redupli- 
cation, but are always derived from the dimin- 
utive of the simplex by means of an extension 
of the reduplicating vowel (see sheushu'tem). 
In this the Kalispelm method is identical in 
principle with that obtaining in Clallam and 
Lkufigen. In these dialects the forms in ques- 
tion are derived from the diminutive by means 
of extending the reduplicating vowel by a y 
(Clallam) or an I (Lkuiigen) glide (see 
p !a'ya'p !a'iwi', SMALL FLOUNDERS; skala'kala, 
INFANTS). The plural-diminutives of Sno- 
homish are formed by double reduplication 
(with the exception of the words for MAN and 
WOMAN), and are derived from the diminutive. 
The idea of plurality is expressed by repeating 
the reduplicating syllable of the diminutive 

(see for example: spi'piptco, SMALL BASKETS.) 

This feature distinguishes the Snohomish 
forms from the double reduplications of 
Lillooet on the one hand and of Comox on 
the other. Our material from Lower Fraser 
and Seshelt is very meager. The few exam- 
ples from the latter show double reduplica- 
tion, while the Lower Fraser form qaka'lami 
from q'ami, MAID, represents a new type in 
which the plural-diminutive is derived from 
the extended, non-reduplicated plural (see 
p. I69). Finally, the Comox derivatives are 
formed by a process of double reduplication, 
in which the first reduplication is of the dimin- 
utive type, while the second is of the plural 
type. 

The enormous diversity in the formation of 
plural-diminutives shows that they have been 
developed by a high degree of local differen- 
tiation. This contrasts strikingly with the 
comparatively great uniformity of the prin- 
ciples common to the plural and the diminu- 
tive reduplications of the whole Salish area. 
This situation suggests clearly that the plural- 
diminutives are genetically secondary to the 
latter. Another outstanding difference is that 
in one and the same dialect the plural-diminu- 
tives show great consistency in the regularity 
with which they are formed. In each dialect 
they are all derived, almost without excep- 
tion, according to one principle. In contra- 
distinction to this the plurals and diminutives 
of a given dialect are formed according to sev- 
eral principles and contain a number of irregu- 
lar forms. This again is significant for the 
genetic priority of the plurals and of the 
diminutives as compared with the plural- 
diminutives. 

From the point of view of the classification 
of the Salish dialects the plurals and the 
diminutives on the one hand and the plural- 
diminutives on the other, offer criteria of 
heterogeneous value for the degree of affilia- 
tion between the various dialects. The Salish 
plural-diminutives clearly presuppose the 

plural as well as the diminutive forms. They 
are, therefore, phenomena of a higher degree 
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of complexity. Where in two or more dialects 
the same principle is employed for the forma- 
tion of plural-diminutives, we have a criterion 
for a very close affiliation. This is the case in 
Clallam and Lkufigen, as well as in Thompson 
and Shuswap. It is obvious that when we 
shall have sufficient material from all the dia- 
lects, the plural-diminutives will be of con- 

siderable importance for a refined grouping of 
the dialects with indications for the degrees 
of their linguistic affiliations. And as products 
of comparatively recent developments they 
will also be of general interest from the point 
of view of understanding the linguistic pro- 
cesses of local differentiation and of inter- 
dialectic borrowing. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

NEW YORK CITY 
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